[Individual characteristics of changes in the functional state of a human operator in a simulated long-term flight aboard a single-seat airplane].
In the 12-hour experiment with simulation of habituation factors in the cabin of one-seat aeroplane the individual dynamics of indices in 29 men (volunteers) has been studied. The reactive-situational anxiety, self-rating, heart rate, arterial pressure, blood glucose level, operator working capacity have been recorded. There have been revealed the twelve types of individual dynamics of the indices: linear increase or decrease, elevation or decline with stabilization of an indicator level, stable with a consequent elevation (decline), step-wise increase (decrease), P- and U-shaped wave-shaped dynamics and practically constant level have been recorded. The individual dynamics was depended on the expressivity and plasticity (responsiveness) of the prestart response to the effect of unfavourable factors resulting in the psychic and physiological stress and fatigue as well as in the internal variations of each test subject.